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Everyone wants to make the special day of their life, the wedding day a perfect occasion. When it
comes to jewellery shopping for the same, all wants to go for the best thing available in their budget.
One of the important things purchased are the wedding ring and band. There are varieties of options
available for the groom and bride to choose from. Not only they are important but are also a long
lasting symbol of love and commitment. But before buying it, one should have thorough knowledge
about it so that the perfect one is purchased and that is also within your budget.

There are several options of wedding rings and bands. Most common and in demand are the flat,
court, flat court, comfort and D-shaped designs. From a simple gold band, diamond studded one to
colorful stone placed in a beautiful designs and patterns, mesmerizes consumer in first glimpse.
Diamond wedding ring is all time favourite and a big hit, be it a gold diamond rings or platinum rings.
They have standard description and are valued as per their carat, weight, colour, clarity and cut.
They are available in the range of 0.40 to 1.50 carats with clarity of S12 â€“VS2 and colours from F-H
for diamond wedding ring purpose. Coloured wedding rings are also in hot craze among the new
generation. White gold and yellow gold is the favourite colour for the marriage ceremony. Single
colour or double colour stone with diamond studded in centre in platinum or white gold are highly in
demand. Platinum is a very hard with a beautiful white lustre making it all time favourite for wedding
rings.

People choose wedding bands as per the design of their wedding ring or a design, which they are
comfortable in wearing for the rest of their life. The traditional basic gold or white gold wedding
bands will be in style for years to come. But now days rather than choosing an old style, bride and
groom go for stylish engraved band. Another popular pattern is the three separate but internally
woven bands, which stand for love, faith and hope. Yellow gold or white gold wedding bands are
also in trend as it goes well with both silver and platinum jewellery.

However, it is always wise to take an authentication certificate of the exclusive wedding ring and
bands. The diamond, stones, gold and platinum used in the ring and bands should be hallmarked
and should have certification from a reputed firm. Taking into account all this thing, the wedding ring
and band purchased are ready to become the priceless symbol of love.
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